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Professor Ian McLean is the Hugh Ramsay Chair of Australian Art History and 
Acting-Head AIS (Australian Indigenous Studies) in the School of Culture and 
Communication at the University of Melbourne. He has published extensively on 
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White Aborigines Identity Politics in Australian Art, and Art of Gordon Bennett (with a 
chapter by Gordon Bennett).

Towards the Shining Light, 1989
charcoal, pencil on 110 canvasboards, nos. 21467–21576
279.4 x 381 cm



 ‘Personal strategies and systems, devised in order to attain a  
	 point	of	certainty	(fig.	1)	seem	inexplicably	bound	to	fail.	
 The desired unambiguous ‘point’ expands into an ‘area’ of 
	 concern	–	the	triangle	of	doubt	(fig.	2).	Thus	for	example,	the		
 work in this exhibition while attempting to be one painting be  
 comes instead one painting, cleaving. The triangle of doubt   
 expressed the failure of desire (or overt intent) but at the same  
 time represents an expansion of possibility and knowledge.’    
       
      Imants Tillers, 1982  1 
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TRIANGLES OF DOUBT: IMANTS TILLERS



 After dinner as night advances, Tillers performs his last ritual of the day: 
closing the studio. In mid-September 2020, he closed the door on over a 
year’s work, much of it consumed by one large painting Terra Nullius. Packed 
into a half a dozen boxes, it and 14 other paintings, 722 canvasboards in total, 
were on their way to Brisbane for a public showing. 

For now, Tillers will enjoy the studio’s emptiness, though its high ceilings, 
classical proportions and generous scale retain a memory of its original 
spaciousness	even	when	its	floor	is	a	work	site.	Before	long,	scattered	across	it	
will be canvasboards loosely arranged in several incomplete paintings, 
numerous opened books, a pile of cut stencils and some illustrations torn from 
various sources. Some will be squared for transferring to canvasboards, in 
the traditional manner that de Chirico employed. In the corners will be stacked 
canvasboards of completed paintings, and others will be velcroed on the large 
back and side walls. One from the past, an elder guardian of the studio, is still 
there	but	new	and	nearly	finished	works	will	also	soon	re-appear	up	on	the	
wall. Another wall doesn’t change. It serves as a support for a mountain of 
books, three or four layers deep – a holding bay for those brought down from 
the main library in the house. Also against this wall, next to the book pile, is an 
old	paint-spattered	office	table	and	chair.	On	the	table	are	the	painter’s	meagre	
tools – some paints and inks, and two brushes, one wide the other narrow. 
Here, for the previous 40 years, each canvasboard has been painted, over 
110,000 so far. 

In theory, the canvasboards are bound together as one work that Tillers named 
the Book of Power. It is one work cleaving, or self-reproducing – as in 
language, in which words are birthed from existing words potentially ad 
infinitum.	In	calling	it	a	book,	he	signalled	that	the	canvasboards	function	like	
texts i.e. as a language system in which meaning is produced by the 
relations of complementary terms that comprise the system2.  Given this inter-
est in language, which was a feature of artworld discourse in the early 1980s, it 
was no surprise that words began to appear in his paintings. Within a decade, 

Custodian of the Land, 2020
synthetic polymer paint, gouache on 20 canvasboards, nos. 108165–108184
152.4 x 122 cm



words had become equal players in his visual imagery. Further, the stencilling 
techniques Tillers developed to paint their letters changed the way he painted 
other visual imagery. If his paintings increasingly looked like concrete poetry, he 
identified	as	a	conceptual	artist.	

A	prolific	painter,	the	studio	is	where	Tillers	spends	much	of	his	waking	life.	He	
is	also	a	prolific	reader.	Embedded	in	his	50	years	of	being	a	conceptual	artist	
is a wide-ranged reading of and about art, poetry, music, philosophy and 
science.	It	fuels	his	hermeneutic	(from	hermēneutikos,	‘interpret’)	practice	that	
in its interpretations, re-imagines or appropriates prior practices. Ex Cathedra 
(1993) declared in large print across an appropriation of a de Chirico image, 
‘THIS PAINTING OWES ITS EXISTENCE TO PRIOR PAINTINGS’. 

Tillers envisages his appropriations as reincarnations or returns, in Nietzsche’s 
sense	of	resisting	the	fixation	of	a	future	thinking	that	has	its	back	firmly	turned	
against the past. The return of a fragmented past might suggest that Tillers is 
resigned to melancholically wander amongst ruins, as if their untimeliness is 
forever lost to the future, but for Tillers, these lost beginnings are found 
(imagined) in their future re-making or returning. 

There is no clear number or limit to the artists and authors whose ideas 
return in the Book of Power. They tend to share a bent for mythmaking but their 
presence in the Book varies according to fairly subjective grounds. Some of the 
more frequent appearances, in order of their birth, include: God, Novalis, von 
Guerard, Mallarmé, Streeton, Heysen, Duchamp, de Chirico, 
Heidegger, Namatjira, Pollock, Kngwarrey, Gascoigne, McCahon, Beuys, 
Bernhard, Arakawa, Baselitz, Kiefer, Jagamara, Cucchi, Tillers. Tillers ends 
(or begins) this reversible provisional list not just because he quotes himself but 
mainly because this lineage is an ancestral line or genealogy of his own 
practice. 

The most interesting aspect of this lineage is its variability. Certain artists and 
authors reappear often, as if major arteries in a circulatory system, but there are 
also occasional visitors or smaller arteries and capillaries. In this exhibition, his 
fellow Latvian female artist Vija Celmins is a new and growing capillary. 

Tillers’s hermeneutics follows a systematic methodology – in fact a 
poststructuralism – which he arrived at in late 1981 after a decade of intense 
experiment and perfected during the next year as he began the Book of Power. 
Variability is built into its system by a given level of uncertainty operating in the 
triangulations of its relations – what Tillers dubbed a ‘triangle of doubt’. For 
Tillers, it opened a space for the free play of intuitive thought within the limits (the 
triangle) of its relational coordinates, as if they were complementary variables 
prone as much to chance or hidden uncertainties in the system. Such thinking 
inspired his much-quoted essay of 1982 ‘Locality Fails’, which begins with this 
coincidence: ‘Albert Namatjira was born on July 28, 1902 (Marcel Duchamp’s 
birthday)’. The orbit of such complementary variables is Tillers’s hunting ground 
and motto, taken from Mallarmé, which literally frames nearly all is work since 
the 1990s: A THROW OF THE DICE WILL NEVER ABOLISH CHANCE.3 

Triangles of uncertainty (doubt) are also built into an original painting technique 
he perfected over the years, which exploits the chance mistakes of copying 
processes he uses in image-making. Taking his departure from printed 
reproductions of artworks and texts, he copies or doubles them again by hand 
through various techniques of squaring, scaling and stencilling. This re-doubling 
is a meta-order, a system of a system. Further, it creates a mis-en-abyme of 
doubles of doubles that seemingly has no origin. This lack in turn creates a 
desire for an origin, and with it an imagined displaced or invisible origin. This 
metaphysics of an absent presence is Tillers’s core subject. Like the Big Bang, 
it can only be felt imperfectly from its radiating echoes.

Tillers’s art can seem Kabbalistic. Indeed, he categorises it as metaphysical, not 
because it represents or seeks to decipher a hidden esoteric knowledge but 
because	it	puts	into	circulation	reverberations	of	unfixed	ancestralities.	[cont.]	



The Truth (After Celmins), 2020
synthetic polymer paint, gouache on 24 canvasboards, nos. 110953–110976
152.4 x 142.2 cm

Vija Says, 2020
synthetic polymer paint, gouache on 24 canvasboards, nos. 110370–110393
152.4 x 142.2 cm



Terra Nullius, 2020
synthetic polymer paint, gouache on 288 canvasboards, nos. 110633–110920
304.8 x 853.4 cm



ABOVE: Wrapped Coast, 2019
synthetic polymer paint, gouache on 132 canvasboards, nos. 109427–109558

280 x 427 cm

RIGHT: Seascape, 2020
synthetic polymer paint, gouache on 32 canvasboards, nos. 119921–110952

203 x 142 cm



There	is	no	end	to	this	circulation,	as	its	permutations	are	infinite.	Tillers	thus	
committed himself to a course, now 40 years in the making, which has no 
end. His death will end it, but it has no end because the answer is there in the 
beginning – in the big bang of his founding method. 

There are few examples in the history of contemporary art that match the 
ontological reach of Tillers’s cosmology – perhaps Duchamp or the conceptual 
artist-couple Shusaku Arakawa and Madeline Gins. Tillers met the latter in 1979 
and their book The mechanism of meaning (that arguably was also a book 
without	end)	was	influential	on	his	conception	of	the	Book of Power. He quotes 
them in Terra Nullius, in the bottom right corner, which is the painting’s full stop 
(period) or terminating point: ‘WE HAVE DECIDED NOT TO DIE’. 

That Tillers persists with the Book of Power as if he has decided not to die (or 
to continually reincarnate) is an act of faith and also a demonstration of a truth 
that	cannot	be	proved	but	only	affirmed	in	its	repetition.	The	saving	grace	of	
this	infinity	project	is	that,	like	Ariadne,	Tillers	leaves	a	thread	running	through	the	
labyrinths of the Book of Power. Each of its canvasboards is numbered before 
painting, as if the blank boards are being readied to receive a reincarnated 
spirit. Their birthing produces a self-archiving art that, in leaving a trace in its 
tracks, can be tracked. There is a theological bent to all this, evident in the titles 
of the exhibition’s paintings: Towards the Shining Light, Metaphysical body, The 
Transformed Dream, Mysterious Vision, Double Sea, Terra nullius.

Tillers needs the freshness of a new sun to begin. Rising early, he leaves the 
rambling old farm house that is his homely refuge from the night, walks down 
the slope through the large old pines and poplars to a large modern open-
planned	light-filled	studio	to	complete	his	first	ritual	of	the	day:	open	the	studio,	
step inside, take a deep breath and look around. His mind has already begun 
to stir from walking in the quiet stillness of the dawn. In its silent self-possessed 
presence, Tillers feels the origin of music and dance, poetry and art. It 
composes him, readies him for work. 

Once composed, Tillers habitually slips a CD of Baroque violin sonatas and 
partitas into the player. As the day wears on, he prefers opera excerpts or 
Schubert’s songs or those composed by the young Nietzsche. The Tillers are a 
musical family, it’s the Latvian way; and like a musician, Tillers’s daily practice in 
the studio is a series of rehearsals building towards the live public performance 
of an exhibition. He generally works on one major painting and smaller support 
paintings, some of which are part of a familiar repertoire while others are new 
ideas being worked through. As in a musical program, these smaller 
compositions clear a space for the larger idea to be brought into the open. As 
with Terra Nullius, this larger idea is often symphonic in form. 

The paintings in this exhibition were produced in two distinct seasons but here 
are	exhibited	as	two	halves	of	a	whole.	The	first	paintings	were	begun	in	2019	
though most of them weren’t completed until 2020. The major painting of this 
first	period	is Wrapped Coast – initially made as part of a larger installation A 
new world rises, for the exhibition ‘Making art public: 50 years of Kaldor Public 
Art Projects’ at the AGNSW, which opened in September 2019. Tillers painted 
it in honour of Christo and Jean Claude’s ground-breaking Wrapped Coast 
made 50 year’s earlier. As a nineteen-year old volunteer student who helped 
construct it, Tillers credits the experience with inaugurating his career as an 
artist. Thus, Tillers’s Wrapped Coast is also a homage to his origin as an artist. 

A new world rises took the form of a shrine. The 132 canvasboards of 
Wrapped Coast were velcroed to the wall as the central icon. Laid out 
underneath	on	the	floor	were	the	offerings:	431	painted	canvasboards	–	
mostly re-used earlier paintings – 169 blank canvasboards and 2 bronze 
objects. It was as if Tillers, in being thrown into this new world by Christo and 
Jean Claude, was claiming them as his ancestors and himself as their 
reincarnation.	Hence,	the	shadowy	figure	in	the	centre	of	Wrapped coast 
watching the sun rising on the horizon is Christo/Jeanne-Claude incarnated in 
the	figure	of	Tillers.	The	painting	spells	this	out.	Under	the	figure	is	written,	‘I.	I	/	I.	
MYSELF’, and elsewhere, ‘I. I / I AM / CHRISTO …’; ‘I. I / I AM /
 JEANNE-CLAUDE …. Other variations, including ‘I SMALL TRANSIENT 



BEING’; ‘I IS ANOTHER’; ‘I AM YOU’; EVERY INDIVIDUAL IS THE CENTRE OF 
A SYSTEM OF EMANATION’. This I – or as Tillers usually spells it out, I AM – 
stands on a primeval earth yet to be unwrapped in the light of the new day. 
He	stands	on	the	edge	of	the	cliff	or	threshold,	gazing	across	to	the	rising	
sun	reflected	in	the	ocean.	The	glow	of	the	dawning	sky	is	emblazoned	with	
Aboriginal zigzag designs. Recently Tillers had been in the habit of signing his 
skies as Aboriginal, as if the Dreaming is returning everywhere like manna from 
the heavens.

The	rising	sun	doubled/reflected	in	the	ocean	is	appropriated	from	an	image	of	
the innumerable suns of a galaxy spiralling into the black hole at its centre. But 
as if destiny is reversible, Tillers imagines suns spiralling out of the black hole, as 
if this cosmological blank dense with energy is, like every individual, every 
canvasboard, a system of emanation. Taken from a commemorative card 
printed by the Sidings Springs telescope observatory near Coonabarabran in 
Western NSW, a project on which his father had worked as an engineer in its 
design and construction, this image of the galaxy also doubles as a personal 
origin talisman – which indeed the spiral form is in its recurring appearance in 
nature from the micro to macro, from DNA to galaxies, and also in art as an 
ancient universal symbol of growth and creation.

Tillers and Christo had stayed in touch over the years, occasionally meeting 
when their paths crossed, including in London in 2018 when Christo presented 
his Mastaba	of	oil	barrels	floating	on	the	surface	of	the	Serpentine	Lake	(like	an	
apparition) and then again, shortly before Christo died, when Tillers travelled to 
New York in December to see the retrospective of Vija Celmins. Returning later 
that month to Sydney, Tillers underwent a major operation for a hip replacement 
over the Christmas period. Contemplating mortality while immobile in a Sydney 
hospital,	outside	the	city	choked	on	smoke	from	the	catastrophic	fires	raging	in	
the surrounding mountains. No sooner had he and his wife Jenny returned to 
their	home	in	Cooma	in	January,	than	it	was	encircled	by	18	out-of-control	fires.	
These apocalyptic events prompted the major painting of the second season, 
Terra Nullius. In this exhibition it speaks across to Wrapped Coast as if each is 

the alpha and omega of the other. The guardian watching over of this exchange 
is another large painting born 30 years and some 90,000 canvasboards earlier, 
Towards the Shining Light (1989). It spells out in large imposing letters I AM. 
Appropriated from Victory over death by Colin McCahon who took it directly 
from	the	Bible,	these	are	the	words	with	which	God	identifies	himself.	I	specu-
late that Towards the Shining Light is also meant as a salute to Gordon Bennett 
who, the next year, in Self-portrait But I always wanted to be one of the good 
guys, made a new turn in the screw in this ancient lineage. 

With its handprints and charcoal drawing, Towards the Shining Light points 
back	to	Tillers’s	first	appropriation	of	Aboriginal	art,	Island of the Dead (1982). 
Taken from an illustration of a rock painting depicting a running settler in north 
Queensland	(which	Bennett	would	also	re-appropriate),	it’s	one	of	the	first	
pages in the Book of Power. Terra Nullius	complicates	rather	than	clarifies	this	
dense	tangle	of	relations.	An	imposing	fire	and	brimstone	sermon,	it	
announces the Last Judgement. A range of ancestors appear, from the 
familiar to the new – God, McCahon, Beuys, Aarakawa, Celmins – but the 
main ancestor is Enzo Cucchi, incarnated from A painting of precious fires 
(1983), which glances back 36 years to when Tillers appropriated a painting in 
the same series by Cucchi, The sigh of a wave,	in	which	a	fiery	wave	throws	
forward a skull.

Terra Nullius – the term is a ubiquitous legal phrase imprinted in the Australian 
consciousness and has appeared in many of Tillers’s paintings – can be read 
as	an	allegory	of	the	colonial	frontier	as	an	advancing	wildfire	that	leaves	a	literal	
terra nullius in its wake. Countering this reading is the ritual-like spiral layout of 
the	fires,	which	echo	the	rising	sun	in	Wrapped Coast – as if Terra Nullius is a 
close up of it – which here would seem a subliminal image of regeneration. This 
is	the	function	of	traditional	Indigenous	firestick	land	management,	which	also	is	
often lit in spiral patterns. 

The smaller paintings in the exhibition are connecting threads running between 
these major paintings and into his recent past and possible future. Most of 



them reference de Chirico, who is the most conspicuous ancestor in the Book 
of Power.	Tillers	felt	an	enormous	affinity	with	de	Chirico’s	abiding	interest	(under	
the	influence	of	Nietzsche)	in	the	eternal	returns	of	ancestral	relations.	This	
interest was reenergised for Tillers in 2014 when he was invited to exhibit his 
appropriations that combined de Chirico and Aboriginal art in the Carlo Bilotti 
Museum in Rome, which has one of the largest collections of de Chirico’s art. 
The Transformed Dream is a direct appropriation of an illustration of de Chirico’s 
painting	of	the	same	name,	which	is	one	of	his	first	metaphysical	paintings	(from	
1913, on the eve of WWI) – though Tillers’s main stimulus is more likely its ico-
nography of bananas and pineapples. For de Chirico, they were a reference to 
Africa but for Tillers their reference is surely Queensland – a good omen for his 
then negotiations with Josh Milani to join his gallery in Brisbane. As should be 
clear by now, Tillers interprets current events by searching for signs, prophesies 
and portents from the past.

Custodians of the Land is a direct appropriation of de Chirico’s etching Myste-
rious bathers (1936), which was another clue for Tillers’s theory that de Chirico 
was	influenced	by	Australian	Aboriginal	art	–	it	has	those	zigzag	patterns	of	
Aboriginal design that have become a feature of Tillers’s art in recent years. The 
three paintings after Celmins, stimulated by her recent retrospective, point to 
the future.

On one level the exhibition is a diaristic snapshot of Tillers’s studio work during 
the previous year, but it’s also an archaeology of 50-years of artistic practice 
that is an integral part of the history of conceptual art in Australia. More than 
this, if we are to be true to the Book of Power, this exhibition is just the top layer 
of an ever-accumulating practice that presumes it is conceptual art all the way 
down to the beginning of time. 

The Tears of Things, 2020
synthetic polymer paint, gouache on 54 canvasboards, nos. 110579–110632

228.6 x 213.3 cm



The Transformed Dream, 2020
synthetic polymer paint, gouache on 32 canvasboards, nos. 109559 – 109590

101 x 284 cm

BACK COVER: Double Sea, 2020
synthetic polymer paint, gouache on 12 canvasboards, nos. 111312 – 111323

152.4 x 71.6 cm
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Metaphysical Body, 2020
synthetic polymer paint, gouache on 20 canvasboards, nos. 108682–108701
152.4 x 122 cm




